
Launch Pro gives you true-to-life simulation and lets you enjoy the best of both worlds by 
allowing you to play on the world’s best courses and dialing in your game on the range. 
Launch Pro precisely captures and analyzes ball and club performance where they matter 
most – at impact – to give you unmatched ball flight data in any space you can safely swing 
a club. Whether you want a basic setup in your garage or a custom indoor simulator room, 
Launch Pro is the answer.

TRUE-TO-LIFE SIMULATION

We measure what matters, and we do it with the most accuracy and consistency of any 
personal launch monitor. Launch Pro provides exact carry distance, clubhead speed, launch 
and spin. When you know your numbers and measure what matters the most, you can take 
your practice sessions and performance on the course to the next level.

KNOW YOUR NUMBERS

Where other launch monitor technologies struggle with ambient light sensitivity, small 
hitting windows and incomplete performance capturing capabilities, Launch Pro delivers 
unmatched precision and reliability both indoors and outdoors. You can choose any practice 
venue you want with Launch Pro: the range, the course, your garage or your own simulator 
room. You can now practice any aspect of your game anywhere, anytime you want.

ANYTIME. ANYWHERE.

Your pursuit of longer drives, more accurate carries and lower scores requires knowing the 
critical data points of your swing. A personal launch monitor will give you these data points, 
however, not all launch monitors are created equal.

UUnlike radar-based systems that set up behind the golfer and rely on algorithms to guess 
what happened at impact, the Launch Pro combines proprietary high speed/high resolution 
cameras with infrared which has been optimized in an auto calibrating three-camera 
system to deliver Tour-level performance and accuracy on every shot. We literally see 
impact like never before and this allows you to trust your swing when it matters most.

ACCURACY ABOVE ALL

Tour-level accuracy both indoor and out. Capture club and 
ball data for industry-leading performance insights. Yearly 
subscription options available to fit your needs from 
enhanced data visualization to full simulation.


